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Webcast Goals

▪ Identify unique markets to attract top talent

▪ Why Associations offer unique niche candidates

▪ Job postings = job advertisement 

▪ How to make your job posting count 

▪ Job titles

▪ Call to action

▪ Source tracking



What type of position are you 
recruiting for?

▪ Single position or multiple positions?

▪ Entry level - mid-level - experienced?

▪ Degrees - advanced degree - certifications?

▪ Years of experience?

▪ Common position or highly specialized?

▪ How have you historically recruited for this position 

and how did it work?





subtitle

Name
Title
Contact information



“The Big Boards” 

▪ Many positions

▪ General Industries

▪ Lots of general traffic

▪ Apply volume can be higher, depending on certain 

factors

▪ Lack of clarity on the audience

▪ No insight to skills of the audience

▪ They’re really all the same





Niche:  Interest that appeals to a 

specialized section of the population.  



Associations – “Niche Audience”
Industry Leaders Setting Industry Standards

Leader in Talent Development

Leader in Human Resources

Leader in Project Management

Leader in Mechanical Engineering



Why are Association Candidates 
Unique?

▪ Candidates are members

▪ Committed to the industry

▪ Committed to certifications

▪ Experienced

▪ Continuing education

▪ No guessing on industry, skills, etc.  
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▪ 55% have 11+ years experience

▪ 40% have 15+ years experience

▪ 89% have Bachelor Degrees

▪ 70% are Female



How To Get The Most Out Of 
Your Job Advertisement



Job Advertisement

Acknowledge that your posting is a job 

advertisement, so build it to capture your 

audience.



What is a job description?

“Well-written and effectively-developed job 
descriptions are communication tools that 
allow both employees and candidates to 
clearly understand the expectations of the 
role, its essential duties, the competences and 
responsibilities, along with the required 
educational credentials and experience.”





Sections of a great job description

1. Job Title:

Don’t get cute.  Use real live job titles. Words that are 
searchable and used by an average person.  

Instructional Designer

Training Manager

Director, Organizational Development

Corporate Trainer

Sales Trainer



Sections of a great job description

2. Location…. Location…. Location….
Think about how a job seeker will search.

They know where they want to work, and they know the type of 
commute they are willing to accept.

Multi-City risk not showing up in correct cities (depending on the 
technology)

List the city and state:
Los Angeles, CA
New York, NY



Sales Rep, Virginia Beach, VA.

https://www.ziprecruiter.com/candidate/search?search=Sales+Representative&location=Virginia+Beach,+VA,+USA


Sections of a great job description

3. Role Details:

▪ Describe how the role ties 
into the company mission 
and culture

▪ mention exciting or 
challenging projects

▪ include compensation when 
appropriate, but make sure 
its competitive



According to 2016 Talent Trends survey,

66%

Of candidates say the thing they want to know 
most about your company is your culture and 
values.



Sections of a great job description

4. Duties and 
Responsibilities:

▪ List essential duties and 
responsibilities

▪ Start with the most 
important

▪ Bullets NOT paragraphs



Sections of a great 
job description

5. Requirements:

▪ Provide Minimum job 
qualifications and skills.

▪ Clearly define minimum 
vs. preferred 
qualifications



42% More Responses with Gender Neutral 
Wording*

Source: ZipRecruiter



Sections of a great job description

6. Call to Action:

▪ Actionable event that is 
trackable

▪ Create urgency when 
necessary

▪ Omit ALL contact 
information from body of 
job ad



Keys to a Great Apply Process

The call to action is SO IMPORTANT!!

▪ The ad should be set up to encourage the job 
seeker to apply using your tools.

▪ No emails in the ad

▪ No phone numbers in the ad

▪ No URL’s in the ad

Contact information in an ad confuses the job 
seeker, and doesn’t allow you to track applies 
and prove ROI.



Evaluating Performance of a Job

Reporting:
▪ Tracked and valid

▪ Clicked and logged apply

▪ Traffic
▪ Transparent for all parties
▪ Removes guesswork
▪ Allows for future decision 

making based on 
performace
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